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tially passed from the minds of ail who had taken a part in it, he read that letter to Major Lewis at his own house in New York. But even this step would in all probability have produced no disturbing results had the principal parties remained in their original position towards each other which was very far from the case, the friendly relations which had existed between Gen. Jackson and Mr. Calhoun having been by that time seriously impaired through the agency of the Eaton imbroglio, and giving place soon after to open hostility. It was not probably until the latter period that Lewis, who sympathized in the General's feelings throughout, informed him of the contents of Forsyth's letter, and this was, I verily believe, the first reliable information he had ever received as to Mr. Calhoun's precise course in Mr. Monroe's Cabinet in regard to his conduct in Florida—a subject on which the General's feelings were always keenly sensitive. He had never before even suspected that that course had been hostile to him. Hamilton says that he became acquainted with the contents of the letter but does not say how. My statement that it was communicated by Major Lewis is an inference only, but I have no doubt that it is a just one, and that the Major would, without hesitation, confirm it. Of course, General Jackson demanded to see the letter. He would have done so if he and Mr. Calhoun had remained friends, and was/ less likely to omit it under their hostile relations. This was in the month of May, 1830, more than two years after the proceedings of which we have been speaking had taken place and until that time I had never received the slightest intimation, from any source, of their occurrence. It was after Gen. Jackson had demanded a sight of Forsyth's letter that Hamilton for the first time gave me a general statement of its contents as the ground of a request for my advice in regard to the answer he should make to the General's application. I instantly decided to have nothifig to do with the affair and declined to express my opinion upon the question he submitted to me. He then applied to Mr. Forsyth to give to the President directly the information that he (Forsyth) had communicated to him in the letter referred to. Mr. Forsyth was not a friend of Mr. Calhoun—none of Mr. Crawford's friends in Georgia stood in that relation towards him; the feuds between the chiefs had

